In this paper we study forecast and inventory control problems for DVD-by-mail operations.
Introduction
DVD-by-mail services allow subscribers to rent movies or video games online and receive/return the DVD discs by mail. Notable players in this market are Netflix (for movie rentals) and GameFly (for video game rentals). Although the movie rental business has been in decline due to the increasing popularity of online streaming, it remains a cash cow for Netflix, generating profits of $439M in 2013 (Netflix 2014) . In March 2014, GameFly announced that it will offer new movie rental service in addition to their video game rental business to compete with Netflix (Newman 2014) . With the declining subscription revenues and the new competition, it becomes ever more important to keep operational costs low for DVD-by-mail services.
There are a number of challenging problems associated with DVD-by-mail inventory operations.
For example, new releases generate a high demand for a short period of time, and then their demands dwindle to low levels after the peak. Determining initial purchase quantities for new releases and allocating these items across regional shipping centers are nontrivial tasks, and they have been studied quite extensively in the literature (e.g., Bassamboo and Randhawa 2007 , Bassamboo et al. 2009 , Chung 2010 , and Baron et al. 2011 . On the other hand, inventory management of incirculation items after the new release peak has received little treatment in the literature. These incirculation items pose unique challenges for inventory operations, due to their low demand volumes and wide varieties. The objective of this paper is thus to propose effective forecast and inventory control methods for the in-circulation items.
DVD-by-mail has a unique operational process. The service starts when a customer creates an online rental queue on the service provider's website. The items in the queue are then delivered to the customer by mail. A customer can keep an item for as long as desired, but there is a limit on the number of items that can be checked out at any time (the limit is determined by the subscription level). To rent a new item, the customer mails a currently checked out item back to the service provider in a prepaid mailing envelope. Upon receipt of the item, the service provider sends out the next item according to the customer's online queue. The picking and mailing operations take place at the service provider's regional shipping center. To keep customers' satisfaction level high, it is important to maintain a fast turnaround time (i.e., the interval between when a customer returns an item and receives a new one). Because postal system delivery is quite reliable, the turnaround delays are usually caused by inventory stockouts at the regional shipping center.
The key to reducing inventory stockouts at the regional shipping center is to improve demand forecast. Recall that a new rental demand from a customer is triggered by the return event from the same person. If we can forecast when a customer will return a currently checked out item, then we can immediately infer the following information: 1) when a new demand for the customer will occur, 2) what the new demand will be from the customer's online queue, and 3) when the inventory of the returned item will increase by one unit. Clearly, the online queue serves as the link between the return and demand processes, and, more importantly, it provides valuable future demand information. In this paper, we leverage this unique system feature to propose dynamic forecast models for item-level returns and demands.
To further reduce inventory costs, we need to combine the dynamic forecast models with a good inventory control policy. Because the returned item and the newly requested item are different, this problem requires a multi-item formulation. As is common in many multi-item problems, a minimum aggregated service level needs to be set across all items (e.g., Cohen et al. 1989) . Unlike previous studies that relied on an approximated aggregate service level, in this paper we develop an algorithm to compute the exact service level, and use it along with the inventory control policy.
This new method enables us to solve the inventory optimization problem exactly.
Moreover, in the DVD-by-mail problem the regional shipping center can either order items from or send items back to the central warehouse. Therefore, we assume two-sided fixed setup costs in our problem to account for the manual labor costs required for processing DVD shipments (such as picking and restocking operations). Inventory problems with two-sided fixed costs are generally difficult to analyze. It is known in the literature that no simple-form policy exists for a multi-period problem except for a symmetrical demand distribution case (see Neave 1970; Ye and Duenyas 2007) . Unfortunately, our demand process does not belong to this special distribution case.
Moreover, our demand process is temporally correlated, which makes the multi-period problem much more difficult, if not impossible, to solve (see Iida and Zipkin 2006; Lu et al. 2006) . To make our problem tractable, we consider a single-period multi-item problem instead, which is a simplification commonly employed in the literature (e.g., Cohen et al. 1986 ). The insight derived from this simplified problem can serve as the baseline for future research in more general settings.
We formulate the single-period multi-item problem as an integer program using the exact discrete return and demand distributions. This integer program formulation, however, brings nontrivial computational challenges. For example, in a small test case with 10 items and 20 customers, we find that it takes 314 CPU hours on average to solve the integer program. Fortunately, our problem has a structure similar to the classic knapsack problem with a real-valued constraint. With a dynamic program reformulation and some proper discretization, we can compute an approximate solution to the problem in polynomial time. Our benchmark study shows that the dynamic pro-gram solution achieves the minimum cost in all numerical scenarios, which is superior to the greedy heuristic proposed by Cohen et al. (1989) for a similar problem.
To examine the relative performance of our forecast and inventory control methods, we conduct an extensive simulation study based on a computer-simulated system that mimics the real-world DVD-by-mail operations. More specifically, we compare the system costs under our forecast and inventory control methods against a base case scenario. In the base case scenario, we generate forecasts based on a compound Bernoulli demand model that is commonly used in the literature (e.g., Janssen et al. 1998 , Strijbosch et al. 2000 , and we individually optimize inventory levels for each item to meet the individual service level requirements (instead of an aggregate service level requirement across all items).
Our simulation study indicates that in the absence of our forecast model, the dynamic program solution outperforms the base case scenario and achieves on average a 12.5% cost reduction. On the other hand, the cost reduction from our forecast model alone is about 22.2% on average, which far exceeds that from the dynamic program solution alone. Moreover, when our forecast model is combined with the dynamic program solution, we can achieve an additional 7.7% cost reduction over the base case scenario. From the simulation study, we also make the following observations. First, our forecast model is most valuable when the two-sided fixed costs are low. In this case, the system is less rigid and the cost reduction from forecast improvement is greater. Second, when service level requirements are high, the cost reduction from our forecast model becomes more pronounced. With better forecasts, we can avoid significant system overstock as service level requirements increase.
Finally, the combined value of our forecast and inventory control methods increases with service level requirements, but is relatively insensitive to customers' return speed. We believe these features are all desirable in practical implementations.
To summarize, we make the following contributions to the literature. First, we propose dynamic forecast models for item-level returns and demands in a DVD-by-mail system. To our knowledge, our forecast models are the first in the literature to leverage the advanced demand information available in such a system. Second, unlike previous studies that relied on approximate service levels, we provide an algorithm to evaluate the exact service level. We show that the approximate service level used in the literature consistently underestimates the true expected service level, leading to overstocking of inventory. Thus, our exact formulation enables additional cost savings over the existing method. Third, we propose a dynamic program solution for the inventory optimization problem. In a benchmark study, our dynamic program solution attains the optimal solution for all cases, significantly outperforming the heuristics used for similar problems in the literature. Finally, we conduct extensive simulation studies to evaluate the performance of our proposed forecast and inventory control methods. Our simulation results show that our dynamic forecast models are the key driver for cost performance improvement, suggesting the importance of future demand information in our problem. Moreover, through our simulation study, we demonstrate that our forecast and inventory control methods are scalable and can be easily implemented in real-life DVD-by-mail systems.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We review the related literature in Section 2, and we introduce the DVD-by-mail operations as well as our forecast and inventory control methods in Section 3. In Section 4, we present the results from our simulation study. Section 5 contains our concluding remarks. All proofs are presented in the Appendix.
Literature Review
Our paper is closely related to three streams of research in the literature. The first stream constitutes the recent research work on Netflix-like closed-loop rental systems. Most papers in the literature took the queueing model approach and investigated inventory allocation and initial order quantity decisions for newly released items. For example, Bassamboo and Randhawa (2007) studied the optimal control problem in a Netflix-like queue. Bassamboo et al. (2009) investigated the inventory stocking problem for new products in a closed rental queue. Chung (2010) used Bass diffusion model to forecast demand of new releases and determined initial order quantities. Randhawa and Kumar (2008) compared the profit performance between subscription and pay-per-use in a closed rental queue. Cachon and Feldman (2011) further showed that subscription yields higher profit than pay-per-use even if subscription may cause more congestion. Besides the queueing approach, Dumrongsiri et al. (2007) modeled the problem as a deterministic control process and studied the optimal inventory allocation policy. Mortimer (2008) studied the effectiveness of revenue sharing contracts using empirical data from the video rental industry. Milkman et al. (2009) investigated customer return behavior using data from an Australian online DVD rental company. More recently, Baron et al. (2011) used data for a brick-and-mortar video rental firm to study the DVD purchasing and allocation problem, and proposed several DVD demand and return forecast models. Our paper differs from previous studies in this stream in two aspects. First, the traditional store DVD rental operations do not have the same rich information structure as the online DVD-by-mail environment (e.g., the customer online queues). Therefore, we are able to take advantage of this rich information structure to propose new item-level demand and return forecast models that differ significantly from those in the literature (e.g., Baron et al. 2011) . Second, our focus is more on in-circulation items after the new release rental peak, whereas many papers in this stream (e.g., Bassamboo et al. 2009 ) study the introduction of new releases.
The second stream of research related to our paper is the spare parts literature. DVD-by-mail bears a close resemblance to spare parts systems. However, our forecast and inventory control methods are different than those found in the spare parts literature in four aspects. First, we leverage the unique online queue information to build a dynamic forecast model that links the item-level return and demand processes, while simple static demand models, such as (compound) Bernoulli or (compound) Poisson, are typically used in spare parts inventory problems (e.g., Cohen et al. 1986 , 1988 , Janssen et al. 1998 , Hopp et al. 1999 , and Strijbosch et al. 2000 . Second, while most papers in this stream use an approximate aggregate service level, we compute the exact service level which gives a more accurate estimate of the realized service level. Third, we propose a solution approach based on dynamic program, which has not been well studied in the spare parts literature. Fourth, we consider two-sided fixed costs in our problem, while most studies of spare parts problems have considered only one-sided order setup cost (e.g., Cohen et al. 1988 , 1989 , 1992 , Hopp et al. 1997 ).
The third stream of research related to our paper is the literature on product returns and remanufacturing. Fleischmann et al. (1997) (2005) showed that an assembly system where some used components are recovered is equivalent to a series system with returns. DeCroix et al. (2009) studied a multi-product assembleto-order system facing both demands for products and returns of components, and presented a method for computing a near-optimal base-stock policy. Our problem differs from these problems in that DVD-by-mail is a subscription-based rental service-it does not require remanufacturing operations, and, more importantly, the return and demand events from a subscriber are closely linked through the customer's online queue.
Modeling the DVD-by-Mail Operations
The daily operations of a typical DVD-by-Mail system can be illustrated as in Figure 1 . There are two levels in the supply chain: the regional shipping centers (RSCs) and the central warehouse Each RSC operates according to a daily-reviewed inventory system. We assume that replenishment orders placed by the RSC in a day will arrive from the CWH the next day morning via overnight shipping. Thus, the inventory replenishment lead time is effectively zero. Besides ordering inventory from the CWH, the RSC can also send excess inventory to the CWH via overnight shipping, so that the CWH can use them to replenish other RSCs at a later time.
The sequence of the DVD receiving and shipping events at the RSC can be described as follows:
1) items ordered from the CWH on the previous day are received, 2) items returned by customers are received and restocked at the RSC, 3) new rental demands from customer online queues are fulfilled with the on-hand inventory, 4) forecasts are generated for the next day customer returns and new demands, and 5) based on the updated forecasts, inventory decisions such as ordering or sending back extra copies to the CWH are determined for all items at the RSC. This five-step cycle repeats everyday.
Our main focus is on inventory control of in-circulation items. For such items, there are usually surplus inventories in the system after the new release rental peak. Therefore, we shall assume that the CWH has ample inventory to fulfill orders from the RSCs. This is also a quite standard assumption in the inventory literature. For ease of exposition, we shall also assume that each customer can rent at most three items at any given time, with the understanding that our model can be extended easily to any maximum number of items to hold offered by the service provider.
Due to the multi-product multi-customer nature of the problem, the order fulfillment process at the RSC could further complicate the problem. Suppose that two customers request the same item from the RSC but the RSC has only one copy of this item. On the other hand, as will be shown below, the second scenario (i.e., the top-choice fulfillment case), which emphasizes on the quality of order fulfillment, enables us to develop a tractable demand forecast model. Moreover, under the top-choice fulfillment assumption, the resulting system service level (fill rate) also serves as a lower bound for that under the first scenario. Thus, for tractability reasons, we shall assume that order fulfillment at the RSC is based on top-choice only, i.e., if a new rental demand from a customer's online queue cannot be met by the RSC's on-hand inventory, the unmet demand is expedited directly from the CWH to the customer as depicted in Figure 1 .
Formally, we assume that there are a total of I unique items in circulation, and there are a total of J customers that are served by the RSC. Let i (i = 1, ..., I) denote the index of each item and j (j = 1, ..., J) the index of each customer served by the RSC. Also let p ij denote the next-day return probability for item i from customer j. When a customer j does not possess the item i, we set p ij to zero. We will derive our item-level return and demand forecast models based on this key probability parameter. In Section 3.1.3, we will provide empirical estimation methods for p ij .
For illustrative purposes, consider a simple example of a DVD-by-Mail system with eight items (i.e., I = 8) indexed from i = 1 to 8 sequentially: "Avatar," "Flywheel," "Gladiator," "Hugo,"
"Inception," "Snatch," "Wall-E," and "Up." There are three customers (i.e., J = 3): Emily, John, and William. In Table 1 , we list the items rented by all three customers and the associated next-day return probabilities p ij . Each customer is allowed to rent at most three items at any given time.
For instance, Emily (j = 1) keeps items of "Hugo" (i = 4), "Inception" (i = 5), and "Up" (i = 8) and she is expected to return them in the next day with probabilities of p 41 = 0.12, p 51 = 0.15 and p 81 = 0.07, respectively. We will keep coming back to this example to illustrate our return and demand forecast models below. 
Item-Level Return and Demand Forecast Models
In this section, we first derive the item-level return forecast model. Building on the return model,
we then derive the item-level demand forecast model. We conclude the section by discussing the empirical estimation methods for the model parameters.
Return Forecast Model
For a given item, the quantity of its returns on the next day can be calculated by considering all the possible returns from customers who possess that item. For instance, consider the item of "Inception" in Table 1 . At present, Emily and John keep a unit of that item so the quantity of the returns for "Inception" can be estimated by considering the possible return scenarios from Emily and John. Formally, define X ij as a Bernoulli random variable given by
where p ij is the next-day return probability for item i from customer j. Then, the total number of item i to be returned on the next day, denoted by R i , can be written as
From Table 1 We note that R i in the above expression is a sum of of independent but non-identical Bernoulli random variables. The following proposition gives a simple recursive procedure to compute the discrete probability distribution of R i .
Proposition 1 Let ξ n (1 ≤ n ≤ N ) be the independent Bernoulli random variable with success probability p n . The probability mass function of ∑ N n=1 ξ n , denoted by P N (t), for t = 0, ..., N , can be computed according to the following recursive formula: for 1 ≤ n ≤ N , and 1 ≤ t ≤ n − 1,
with the initial condition P 0 (0) = 1.
We provide two computational algorithms based on the above proposition in the Appendix. These algorithms will be used later in the service level evaluation in Section 3.2.
Demand Forecast Model
Recall that in the DVD-by-Mail system, the customers reveal the items that they want to rent next in their online queues. Going back to our simple example, let us assume the online queue lists of the three customers are as shown in Table 2 (note that only the top three positions of the queues are relevant to the demand forecast on the next day because a customer can rent at most three items at any given time). For instance, according to John's queue list, the top three items that he wants to rent next are "Up," "Hugo," and "Snatch." Intuitively, the customer online queue provides future demand information to the service provider.
We utilize this information to forecast the next-day demand for each item. Consider the item of "Avatar" as an example. Currently, Emily places that item in the first position of her queue list.
Thus, if she returns at least one of the three items she has on the next day, a unit of new demand for "Avatar" will be triggered. In addition to Emily, William (who places "Avatar" in the third position of his queue list) can trigger another unit of demand for "Avatar" if he returns all three items he currently has.
Formally, let Pr
denote the probability that customer j will return at least k items on the next day, where
X ij represents the total number of items to be returned on the next day from that customer. Based on this probability, let us further define the following Bernoulli random variable:
Thus, Y kj indicates whether or not customer j will return at least k items on the next day. The next-day total new demand for item i, denoted by D i , can thus be written as
The above expression follows from the fact that if item i is ranked at the l(i, j) position in customer j's online queue, then there will be a new demand for item i if the customer returns at least l (i, j) units of items on the next day.
The probability distribution of D i can be computed by Proposition 1 because D i is also a sum of independent but non-identical Bernoulli random variables. In the case of "Avatar," Emily generates a unit of demand for "Avatar" if she returns any number of her items in possession, which occurs with a probability of 1 We note that the above demand forecast model hinges upon the top choice fulfillment assumption. Without this assumption, future demand of an item would depend on the on-hand inventory levels and the allocation rules of all other items, making demand forecasting difficult. For instance, a return from Emily can trigger a unit of new demand for "Avatar." But if "Avatar" is not in stock, without the top choice fulfillment assumption, a new demand of "Gladiator" will be triggered. But if "Gladiator" is not in stock either, then a new demand of "Flywheel" will be triggered.
As a result, a new demand of "Flywheel" from Emily would depend on the inventory availabilities and the allocation rules of "Avatar" and "Gladiator," where the inventory levels of "Avatar" and "Gladiator" are also decision variables that need to be determined in the current period. Thus, without the top choice fulfillment assumption, forecasting demand becomes very cumbersome, if not intractable.
It is also worth commenting here that for each item i, the return process R i and the demand process D i are independent because the demand and return for the item i are coming from different customers (a rational customer who returns an item is unlikely to put the same item in his or her next-to-watch queue). However, the return and demand for different items can be correlated due to the link between the return and demand processes. For this reason, both the item-level return and demand processes are correlated in successive periods.
Parameter Estimation
As shown above, our return and demand forecast models are hinged upon the model parameter p ij .
In this section, we discuss how to estimate p ij based on the customer's historical rental data. For instance, consider the probability that John will return "Inception" the next day. This probability is affected by two main factors: 1) How long it has been since John received the item, and 2) How long on average John keeps his items after receiving them. Both of these factors can be estimated from John's rental history.
Formally, let us assume that item i has been out with customer j for τ days. From customer j's historical rental data, we can computep j (τ ) which denotes the percentage of items that were returned on the τ -th day after the shipping day. This percentage is essentially an empirical estimate of the return probability on the τ -th day. Thus, conditional on item i not having been returned in the last τ days, the probability of customer j returning it on the next day iŝ
The above empirical estimatep ij can then be plugged into our item-level return and demand forecast models to obtain the next-day return and demand forecasts for each item. In John's case, suppose that the rental records reveal that John has been holding "Avatar" for two days and his historical rental data further shows that he returns 15% of his items on the third day while returning 75% of his items more than two days after receiving them. Then, the probability that John (j = 2) will return "Avatar" (i = 1) on the next day (i.e., the third day after receiving it) can be estimated aŝ p 12 = 0.15/0.75 = 0.20.
We note that the above estimation procedure is customer specific in the sense that it allows for customer heterogeneity in usage characteristics. We will further discuss an extension of this estimation procedure to account for day-of-week effects in Section 5.
Service Level Evaluation
In this section, we propose an effective method to compute the service level in the DVD-by-mail system. For ease of exposition, we assume that each customer in the system is a fully engaged user in the sense that he or she maintains a queue list with at least three items at any given time.
Let T = ∑ I i=1 D i denote the total demand in a period. Based on the return and demand forecast models developed in the previous section, given an inventory level y i for each item i, the aggregate service level (fill rate) in a period, denoted by u(y 1 , ..., y I ), is defined by
where R i and D i are the return and demand of the item i. This service level definition captures the proportion of the expected demand that can be met from the available inventory at the RSC on a given day. Let us further define
which is the share of item i to the aggregate service level. By linearity, we can thus express the aggregate service level as
In the remainder of this subsection, we discuss how to evaluate u i (y i ). The challenge here is that both D i and R i are correlated with T . Thus, we need to first derive the joint probability distribution of (T, R i , D i ) for each item i. Without loss of generality, we focus on an item i below and suppress the item index i whenever no confusion arises. For a given item i, we classify the entire customer base into three mutually exclusive sets:
customer j who neither holds item i nor lists it in the top three queue position}, Ω 2 = {j: customer j who holds item i}, Ω 3 = {j: customer j who lists item i in the top three queue position}.
It is clear that only customers in Ω 2 (in Ω 3 , respectively) may contribute to the return R i (the demand D i , respectively) of item i. Let the number of customers in Ω k be N k , with k = 1, 2, 3. Thus,
because the three sets are mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive subsets of the entire customer base. Since each customer holds three items, the total demand T in a period can be written as a sum of 3J Bernoulli random variables, with each Bernoulli random variable representing a possible item return from a customer that triggers a new demand. For instance, in the illustrative example discussed in Section 3.1, according to the data provided in Tables 1 and   2 , if we consider the item of "Wall-E," then, Ω 1 = {Emily}, Ω 2 = {John}, Ω 3 = {William}, with
The total possible demand in the system is 3N 1 + 3N 2 + 3N 3 = 3J = 9.
In what follows, we present a three-phase algorithm to compute the joint distribution of (T, R i , D i ) in an iterative manner by considering the customers in the three sets defined above. The final output of this algorithm is the probability mass function of (T,
where t, r and d are the realizations of T , R i and D i , respectively, with 0 ≤ t ≤ 3J, 0 ≤ r ≤ N 2 , and 0 ≤ d ≤ N 3 . We use the subscript of P 3J to indicate the number of Bernoulli random variables that have been considered to compute the joint probability.
In Phase 1, we initialize the probability distribution and consider the customers in Ω 1 . In the case of "Wall-E," this set only contains Emily and she neither keeps "Wall-E" nor places it in her top three queue list. Thus, her returns can only affect the distribution of the total demand T , but not the return and demand for "Wall-E."
Formally, customer j ∈ Ω 1 returns k many items with probability Pr 
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Phase 1
Step 1 : Set n ← 1, P 0 (0, 0, 0) ← 1. Let j 1 , ..., j N 1 be the index of the customers in Ω 1 .
Step 2 : Initialize. For 0 ≤ t ≤ 3n, set P 3n (t, 0, 0) ← 0.
Step 3 : Update distribution. For 0 ≤ t ≤ 3(n − 1) and 0 ≤ k ≤ 3,
Step 4 : Set n ← n + 1. If n ≤ N 1 go to Step 2, Else Output P 3N 1 (t, 0, 0).
For instance, for the item "Wall-E" (i = 7), this Phase 1 algorithm yields a joint probability distribution for (T, R 7 , D 7 ) as follows: P 3 (0, 0, 0) = 0.69564, P 3 (1, 0, 0) = 0.26998, P 3 (2, 0, 0) = 0.03312, and P 3 (3, 0, 0) = 0.00126.
In Phase 2, we consider the customers in Ω 2 , namely, John in the case of "Wall-E." Because John keeps a copy of "Wall-E," there are two possibilities. First, John can return his two items other than "Wall-E" (i.e., "Avatar" and "Inception") and contribute only to the total demand.
Second, John can return his copy of "Wall-E" and contribute not only to the total demand but also the return of "Wall-E." Hence, we need to consider these two possibilities separately.
We present a two-part algorithm for Phase 2. In the first part, we take the output of Phase 1, i.e., P 3N 1 (t, 0, 0), and extend it to P 3N 1 +2N 2 (t, 0, 0) by considering 2N 2 Bernoulli random variables associated with the returns of two non-i items for each customer in Ω 2 . Specifically, customer j ∈ Ω 2 returns k many non-i items with probability Pr
where k ranges between 0 and 2. Consequently, the total demand, t increases by k units; both r and d remain unchanged at zero. Thus, the outcome of the first part is P 3N 1 +2N 2 (t, 0, 0) where 0 ≤ t ≤ 3N 1 + 2N 2 . We note that this part is essentially the same as Algorithm 5 (with K = 2 and N = N 2 ) given in the Appendix, where we apply Proposition 1 for the 2N 2 Bernoulli random variables stemming from each of the two non-i item returns from each of the N 2 customers in Ω 2 .
Then, in the second part, we extend the output of the first part to P 3N 1 +3N 2 (t, r, 0) where 0 ≤ t ≤ 3N 1 + 3N 2 and 0 ≤ r ≤ N 2 by considering the returns of item i from the customers in Ω 2 . Specifically, we consider two scenarios: First, customer j ∈ Ω 2 does not return item i with probability 1 − p ij and t, r and d all remain unchanged. Second, customer j returns item i with probability p ij causing both t and r to increase by one unit without changing d. This algorithm is given in detail in Algorithm 2.
In the case of "Wall-E," following the Phase 2 algorithm, we can obtain P 6 (0, 0, 0) = 0.44988, P 6 (1, 0, 0) = 0.36031,..., P 6 (5, 1, 0) = 7.7112 × 10 −5 , and P 6 (6, 1, 0) = 2.1168 × 10 −6 .
Finally, in Phase 3, we analyze Ω 3 . In the case of "Wall-E," this set consists of William who places "Wall-E" to the second position in his queue list. Thus, if William returns at least two of the
Algorithm 2 Algorithm for Phase 2
Step 1 : Let j 1 , ..., j N 2 be the index of the customers in Ω 2 .
Step 2 : Consider returns of non-i items from customers in Ω 2 and set n ← 1.
Step 3 : Initialize. For 0 ≤ t ≤ 3N 1 + 2n set P 3N 1 +2n (t, 0, 0) ← 0.
Step 4 : Update distribution. For 0
Step 5 : Set n ← n + 1. If n ≤ N 2 go to Step 3, Else go to Step 6 with P 3N 1 +2N 2 (t, 0, 0).
Step 6 : Consider returns of item i from customers in Ω 2 and set n ← 1.
Step 7 : Initialize. For 0 ≤ t ≤ 3N 1 + 2N 2 + n and 0 ≤ r ≤ n, set P 3N 1 +2N 2 +n (t, r, 0) ← 0.
Step 8 : Update distribution. For 0 ≤ t ≤ 3N 1 + 2N 2 + (n − 1) and 0 ≤ r ≤ n − 1,
Step 9 : Set n ← n + 1. If n ≤ N 2 go to Step 7, Else Output P 3N 1 +3N 2 (t, r, 0) . items that he currently keeps, he generates a unit of demand for "Wall-E" and also, he increases the total demand by one unit. If he returns less than two units, his action only affects the total demand, but not the demand for "Wall-E."
In the Phase 3 algorithm, we build upon the output of Algorithm 2 and extend the probability distribution to its final form of 
Algorithm 3 Algorithm for Phase 3
Step 1 : Let j 1 , ..., j N 3 be the index of the customers in Ω 3 and set n ← 1 and r ← 0.
Step 2 : Initialize. For 0 ≤ t ≤ 3N 1 + 3N 2 + 3n and 0
Step 4 : Set r ← r + 1. If r ≤ N 2 go to Step 2, Else set r ← 0 and go to Step 5.
Step 5 : Set n ← n + 1. If n ≤ N 3 go to Step 2, Else Output P 3N 1 +3N 2 +3N 3 (t, r, d) .
Finally, by performing the three-phase algorithm above, we can compute the joint probability distribution of (T, R i , D i ) for each item i. Then, service level share of each item i, u i (y i ) can be computed as follows:
For example, in the case of "Wall-E" (i = 7), we can obtain the joint probability distribution as P 9 (0, 0, 0) = 0.31290, P 9 (1, 0, 0) = 0.37218,... ,P 9 (8, 1, 1) = 1.68473 × 10 −7 , and P 9 (9, 1, 1) = 2.70950 × 10 −9 . Given an inventory level y 7 = 1 for the item, the resulting service level share from "Wall-E" is given by u 7 (y 7 = 1) = 0.31713.
Inventory Optimization
The cost structure of the inventory problem involves unit inventory holding cost denoted by h and the unit shortage cost (e.g., cost of expediting from the CWH) denoted by b. Moreover, we consider two-sided fixed setup costs at the RSC. Specifically, let K 1 denote the fixed cost of ordering items from the CWH and K 2 the fixed cost of sending items to the CWH. These fixed costs represent the labor cost required for processing the DVD shipments between the RSC and the CWH, such as picking and restocking DVD discs. 1
For a given item i, let us define the next-day net demand as
Z i = D i − R i ,
where R i and D i
are defined in (1) and (2), respectively. Note that the next-day net demand can take a negative value if the return exceeds the demand. Also, let y i denote the inventory level of item i after the inventory decision at the RSC. Given the on-hand inventory level x i , the single-period (daily) cost function for item i can be written as
where We note that the net demand Z i defined above has a discrete probability distribution. Thus, we shall assume the inventory decisions also take integer values throughout the paper. This integer formulation allows us to use the exact distribution of the net demand rather than an approximate continuous distribution. Also, similar to the demand pattern in spare parts systems, the daily itemlevel return and demand volumes are usually very low, especially for the after-peak in-circulation items that we focus on in this paper. As a result, the required inventory level for each item is also low. A continuous variable approximation thus may be too coarse. This is also the reason why many spare parts problems are formulated in integer programming (see Cohen et al. 1986 Cohen et al. , 1988 Cohen et al. , 1989 Cohen et al. , 1992 .
Proposition 2 The optimal policy that minimizes the cost function G(y
The above inventory policy is optimal for the single-period problem. When there is a servicelevel constraint, one can simply adjust the policy to meet the constraint. We note that the above policy resembles the optimal (L, U ) policy for multi-period inventory disposal problems with no fixed costs (see Eppen and Iyer 1997) . For multi-period problems with two-sided fixed costs, such a simple-form policy, however, is not necessarily optimal except for a special symmetrical demand distribution case (see Neave 1970; Ye and Duenyas 2007) . Unfortunately, our demand process does not belong to this special distribution case. Moreover, as discussed earlier, the item-level return and demand processes in our problem are temporally correlated, which makes the multi-period problem much more difficult, if not impossible, to solve (see Iida and Zipkin 2006; Lu et al. 2006 ).
To make our problem tractable, we start by solving a single-period multi-item problem, which is a simplification strategy commonly used in the spare parts literature (e.g., Cohen et al. 1986 ):
We further assume that the RSC is subject to a minimum service level requirement with the service level defined in (3). Thus, the single-period multi-item inventory optimization problem with an aggregate service level constraint can be formulated as the following integer program:
where α is a predetermined service level (such as 95% or 99%), u i (y i ) is the share of service level for item i as defined in (4) (its evaluation was discussed in detail in the previous section), and
We note that the above integer program belongs to the classic knapsack problem with a realvalued constraint. To solve the problem efficiently, we can define the following one-dimensional dynamic program: for 0 ≤ γ ≤ α, and 1 ≤ i ≤ I − 1,
The optimal solution to the original integer program (6) can be obtained by solving for V 1 (0) in the above dynamic program. Because γ is a continuous state variable, we need to discretize the range of γ in numerical implementation. As a result, the numerical solution might not be the exact optimal solution of the original integer program. With a finer discretizing interval, we can achieve very close approximations. Also, under discretization, the problem can be solved very efficiently (in polynomial time of the discretization size).
Solution Benchmarking
In order to benchmark the performance of our dynamic program solution, we conduct numerical experiments for a small-scale problem with 10 items and 20 customers, i.e., I = 10 and J = 20.
Specifically, we consider small, medium, and large parameter values for penalty-to-holding cost ratio (b/h = 1, 5, 10), service level (α = 75%, 85%, 95%), and two-sided fixed costs (K 1 = K 2 = 1, 10, 20). In addition, we also consider three initial inventory level scenarios: 1) x i = 5 for all i, 2)
x i = 15 for all i, and 3) x i = i for all i. Thus, we have a total of 81 experimental scenarios. The same randomly generated item-level return and demand probability distributions are used for each parameter scenario. Furthermore, we use a discretizing increment of 0.01 for the state variable γ in the dynamic program.
To compute the exact optimal solution for the integer program, we decompose the problem based on the three possible actions for each item, i.e., order from CWH, send back to CWH, and do nothing. As a result, we obtain 3 I subproblems. The optimal solution is the one that attains the lowest cost among all subproblems. With this computation strategy, we can avoid the discontinuity issue caused by the two-sided fixed costs. Moreover, to facilitate an efficient search for the optimal solution, we interpolate the objective function and the service constraint with polynomial splines (using the spline function in Matlab). We code and solve the problem using the Tomlab Optimization tool in Matlab. It takes an average of 314 CPU hours to solve the integer program for each experimental scenario. In contrast, it takes less than a second on average for the dynamic program solution to complete each scenario. Moreover, we observe that our dynamic program solution attains the optimal solution in all scenarios.
There are other possible heuristic solutions for the original integer program. In the spare parts literature, Cohen et al. (1989) proposed a near-optimal greedy heuristic for a similar inventory optimization problem. This heuristic can be adapted into our setting with the following approach:
start with a solution by minimizing (5) for each individual item without the service level constraint, and then, iteratively, increase the inventory of the item yielding the most "bang for the buck" by one unit until the service constraint is satisfied. The most "bang for the buck" item in each iteration is the one with the least cost-to-benefit ratio, where cost-to-benefit ratio for an item refers to the ratio of the incremental cost and the incremental service level by increasing the item's inventory by one unit. In our benchmark study, we find the greedy heuristic can result in a cost increase from the optimal performance by up to 13.5% (see Table 6 in the Appendix for details).
Another obvious heuristic is to solve the original integer program by relaxing the integer-variable requirement. In our DVD-by-mail problem, because the inventory level for each item is low, this continuous-variable relaxation approach tends to give poor solutions. Thus, in our subsequent simulation studies, we use the dynamic program solution only and omit the numerical evaluation of other heuristics in the paper for brevity.
Simulation Studies
In order to examine whether our proposed forecast and inventory control methods can improve the cost performance and determine which method contributes most to the improvement, we conduct extensive simulation studies for the four scenarios listed below in Table 3 . In the Base Case, we use a compound Bernoulli model to generate forecasts for both DVD return and demand on a given day. The compound Bernoulli model is a discrete-time version of the compound Poisson process in which 1) there is a fixed Bernoulli probability that a given item will be returned or requested on a given day, and 2) conditional on the return/demand event, the return/demand quantity is an independent and identically distributed random variable. This demand model has been commonly used in the spare parts literature (e.g., Janssen et al. 1998 , Strijbosch et al. 2000 , and it represents the base forecast model in our DVD-by-mail problem when the customer online queue information is not used in the forecast process. In the base case, we also employ an inventory control method based on the single-item problem, i.e., each item is optimized individually subject to the service level constraint (as opposed to the aggregate service level constraint across all items in the multi-item problem). We note that this base case is set up as a straw man for comparison purposes; it does not reflect the current practice of DVD-byMail service providers who could use more sophisticated proprietary methods (unbeknownst to the authors) in managing their in-circulation inventory operations.
In the Improved Control case, we combine the base compound Bernoulli demand model with the multi-item dynamic program solution. By comparing it with the base case, we can measure the value added by improved inventory control method. Similar performance comparisons have also been reported in studies of spare parts problems (e.g., Cohen et al. 1988 Cohen et al. , 1989 Cohen et al. , 1992 .
In the Improved Forecast case, we combine our dynamic forecast with the single-item inventory control method. Because the base compound Bernoulli model does not utilize the customer online queue information, it misses the key linkage between the item-level return and demand processes as discussed earlier. Thus, we can compare this case with the base case to measure the performance improvement our forecast model enables. This performance comparison differentiates our simulation study from those in the spare parts literature, because spare parts systems usually do not have the rich information structure that characterizes our DVD-by-mail problem.
Finally, in the Improved Forecast and Control case, we combine our dynamic forecast with the multi-item dynamic program solution, respectively. These scenarios capture the full potential of our forecast and inventory control methods. In all simulation scenarios associated with the dynamic program solution, we set the discretizing increment γ to be 0.0001, which is even a finer discretization than the one used in Section 3.3.1.
Simulation Setup
We design our simulation to mimic the Netflix DVD-by-mail system. According to Wikipedia (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Netflix), Netflix maintained a library of more than 100,000 DVD titles. As of September 2013, Netflix operated 39 RSCs across the United States (Birkenbuel 2013) . According to Netflix's annual report, the company has approximately 7 million DVD-by-mail subscribers in the U.S. (see Netflix 2014) . Based on these data, we estimate that a typical RSC serves on average about 180,000 customers. Among the 100,000 DVD titles, we estimate 60% of them have reasonable rental demand throughout the year. Thus, the ratio between customers and items with reasonable demand is about 10 to 3 at an RSC.
Thus, in our computer simulation study, we keep the same customer-to-item ratio at the RSC as estimated above, but scale the total size down to 100 customers and 30 items, i.e., I = 30 and J = 100. The insights derived from this scaled-down mini-system, however, can shed light on the much larger-scale operations that occur in practice.
Consistent with our model derivation in Section 3, we assume in our simulation that each customer can keep a maximum of three items at a time (which is the most popular subscription format with Netflix). We also assume the shipping time from the RSC to a customer is one day, and the shipping time from the CWH to a customer is two days (which reflects the further distance between the CWH and customers). We want to emphasize that the forecast and inventory control methods proposed in this paper are scalable and general enough that their applicability does not hinge on the particular system parameters chosen here for our simulation studies.
For each of the four forecast and inventory control scenarios listed in Table 3 , we consider small, medium, and large parameter values for penalty-to-holding cost ratio (b/h = 10, 20, 50), two-sided fixed costs (K 1 = K 2 = 5, 10, 20), and service level (α = 90%, 95%, 99%). We choose these parameters to reflect realistic scenarios, such as a minimum 90% service level requirement at the RSC. In addition to these parameters, we further consider three customer profiles. Specifically, we assume that customer return time is geometrically distributed, and that there are three customer classes with return-time means of 3 days (fast return speed), 5 days (medium return speed), and 10 days (slow return speed). We define a customer profile with a triplet where the first, second and the third element represents the number of fast, medium, and slow return-speed customers, respectively.
We use a customer profile of (33, 33, 34) with average return time of 6.0 days throughout the simulation study. We note that the customer profile information is only used for setting up the simulation. This information is not needed in our forecast and inventory control algorithms. We will estimate the return probability distribution based on simulated historical data (see the next section for details).
In summary, for each of the four forecast and inventory control scenarios, we have a total of 27 simulation parameter combinations (three penalty-to-holding ratios by three service levels by three two-sided fixed costs by one customer profile). In addition, we analyze the sensitivity of our results to the customer profile information by using two additional parameter combinations.
Specifically, we set customer profiles to be (50, 40, 10) and (10, 40, 50), representing average return times of 4.5 days (fast return speed) and 7.3 days (slow return speed), respectively. Under these two customer profiles, we conduct simulation studies based on the medium parameter values for penalty-to-holding cost ratio, two-sided fixed costs, and the service level.
Simulation Details
We implement our simulation studies using Matlab software. For each simulation parameter setting, we divide the simulation process into two phases. In the first phase, we generate a random queue of 30 items for each of the 100 customers. Customer rental demands are fulfilled according to these queues. The return events from each customer are simulated based on the geometric distribution as described in the previous section. In this phase, we assume that the RSC has ample inventory and there is no expediting from the CWH, so customer return times are not affected by the potential inventory shortage at the RSC. We capture all the customer return and demand data in this phase, and then use these data as the historical data to estimate the return probability distribution for each customer as described in Section 3.1.3. This estimated customer-level return probability distribution will feed into our dynamic forecast algorithm.
We also use the same historical data to estimate the parameters for the compound Bernoulli demand model. Specifically, we estimate the Bernoulli probability of return/demand for an item on a given day based on the fraction of time that such events occur during the simulation period, and we estimate return/demand quantity distribution for an item on a given day based on the empirical histograms.
In the second phase, we conduct 11 simulation runs: in Run 1 we keep customer online queues the same as those in the first phase, while in Runs 2-11, we use randomly-generated customer online queues that are most likely different from those in the first phase. We note that Run 1 presumably is the favorable scenario for the compound Bernoulli forecast model because the customer online queues are the same as those from which the compound Bernoulli parameters are estimated.
For each of the 11 simulation runs in the second phase, we test the four forecast and inventory control scenarios one by one as listed in Table 3 . The simulation begins with customers having no items on hand and ends on Day 37. We set the initial inventory levels for all 30 items at 10 units.
To reduce the influence of transient system behavior on our performance measurement, we only use data from Day 8 to 37 to compute the forecast accuracy and system cost performance.
Forecast Accuracy Improvement
To compare the accuracy of our dynamic forecast model and the base compound Bernoulli model, we take two approaches. First, we use the aggregate mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) defined as follows:
where F i,j,τ is the return/demand forecast and A i,j,τ is the actual return/demand for item i from customer j on day τ . We note that this aggregate MAPE measure is a weighted average of individual item forecast MAPE based on the relative weight of individual item actuals. In Table 4 , we present the aggregate MAPEs for return and demand forecasts from Day 8 to 37 in the second simulation phase (averaging across the single-item and multi-item inventory control scenarios). From the table, we make the following two observations. First, as we discussed in the previous section, Run 1 is the more favorable scenario for the compound Bernoulli model. However, based on the MAPE results, there is no significant difference in forecast performance between Run 1 and Runs 2-11. This is because the realized return processes are different in the first and second simulation phases, and thus having the same customer online queues in these two phases does not really help the compound Bernoulli model. In our subsequent cost performance analysis, we will report the daily average among all 11 simulation runs. Second, our dynamic forecast model improves over the compound Bernoulli model by about 16.9% for the return forecast MAPE and about 17.0% for the demand forecast MAPE. Given the relatively low-volume return and demand in our problem, the MAPE measure tends to understate the strength of our forecast model because MAPE only compares the point forecast (i.e., the mean) of the return/demand with the actual return/demand.
The real strength of our forecast model lies in characterizing the probability distribution for the return/demand process rather than producing a simple point estimate.
To further demonstrate the strength of our dynamic forecast model, we compare the probability likelihoods for the realized returns and demand under our dynamic forecast model and under the compound-Bernoulli model. We compute the log-likelihood for the realized returns and demand The points above the 45 degree line correspond to the cases in which our dynamic forecast model achieves a higher likelihood. Thus, according to Figure 2 , the dynamic forecast model has much higher log-likelihoods than the compound Bernoulli model, indicating that the former has a stronger predictive power than the latter. For the given data points in Figure 2 , for each item, we test the alternative hypothesis that the mean of the likelihood values of dynamic forecast model is different than that of compound Bernoulli model with a two-sided t-test. In all tests across the 30 items, we reject the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative at a significance level of 99%.
Value of Exact Service Level Evaluation
Recall that the iterative algorithm described in Section 3.2 allows us to compute the exact service level. On the other hand, various approximations for the aggregate service level exist in the literature. For example, Cohen et al. (1989) proposed the following approximation for the aggregate service level
In this section, we demonstrate the value of our iterative algorithm by comparing the expected service levels under our exact formulation with the above approximate formulation.
We first run a simulation instance with a service level requirement of 99% (i.e., α = 0.99) by using the Improved Forecast and Control case where we use the exact formulation to compute the expected service level. Then, based on the solution provided by the dynamic program, we compute the expected service level using approximate formulation to check the feasibility of the optimal solution under the approximate formulation. The results are plotted in Figure 3 where each point corresponds to a simulation day, with the aggregate expected service level under exact and approximate formulations on the vertical and on the horizontal axis, respectively. given above consistently underestimates the expected service level. Due to this underestimation, approximate service level may result in costly overstocking. In fact, the underestimation problem is more severe in the single-item optimization case since the single-item optimization considers individual service constraints instead of the aggregate service level. Based on our simulation results, in the Base Case scenario, using exact service level reduces the system cost by more than 24% on average compared to the case with approximate service level. Therefore, our exact service level computation algorithm yields a significant improvement over the existing approximate service level method in the literature.
Cost Performance Improvement
In this section, we present the simulation results for system cost performance. For each forecast and inventory control scenario listed in Table 3 and for each parameter setting described in Section 4.1, we compute the average daily system cost from Day 8 to 37 across all 11 simulations runs. The average daily cost for the base case ranges from 159.8 to 337.2 among all parameter settings. In Table 5 , we use the Base Case as the baseline to calculate the average cost reduction percentage for each forecast and inventory control scenario based on the value of service level constraint α and the grand average percentages in cost reduction of the total 27 parameter settings. We obtain several insights from these results. First, we can examine the effectiveness of our dynamic program solution under the base compound Bernoulli forecast model. Specifically, we observe that our dynamic program solution reduces the baseline cost significantly. Second, we note that the value of our dynamic forecast model far exceeds the value of dynamic program solution; with the dynamic forecast model alone, we can reduce the baseline cost by 22.2% on average, almost doubling the cost reduction associated with our dynamic program solution alone. Third, we further note that combining our dynamic forecast model with dynamic program solution can yield an additional 7.6% cost reduction. This result indicates that our dynamic forecast model is more effective in reducing the baseline cost than the improved inventory control method.
The above results suggest that a sophisticated forecast model that takes advantage of future demand information, such as our dynamic forecast model, can play a crucial role in improving the cost performance. On the flip side, if a sophisticated forecast model is not available, our simulation results show that the dynamic program solution can also be used to reduce inventory costs.
We validate these results with three consecutive two-sided t-tests. More specifically, we pool the average daily costs from each of the 27 simulation parameter combinations for each forecast and inventory control scenario listed in Table 3 . We test the following three alternative hypotheses:
(i) the Base Case scenario leads to a different average daily cost compared to the Improved Control scenario, (ii) Improved Control scenario leads to a different average daily cost compared to the Improved Forecast scenario and (iii) Improved Forecast scenario leads to a different average daily cost compared to the Improved Forecast and Control scenario. In all the three tests, we reject the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative hypothesis at 99% significance level.
Next, we illustrate the impact of two-sided fixed costs, service-level constraints, and customer return speed on the system performance for the following three scenarios: Improved Control, Improved Forecast, and Improved Forecast and Control.
Improved Contol Improved Forecast Improved Forecast and Control In Figure 4 , we plot the cost reduction percentages for different two-sided fixed costs (K 1 = K 2 = 5, 10, 20) and penalty-to-holding cost ratios (b/h = 10, 20, 50) while keeping the service-level constraint at 95% and average customer return time at 6.0 days. From the figure, we observe that the cost reduction percentage contributed by our dynamic forecast model is most significant when the two-sided fixed costs are low. In this case, the system is less rigid and the cost reduction from forecast improvement is greater. On the other hand, the combined value of our forecast and inventory control methods appears to be relatively flat with respect to the magnitude of the two-sided fixed costs.
In Figure 5 , we plot the cost reduction percentages for different service-level constraints (α = 90%, 95%, 99%) and penalty-to-holding cost ratios (b/h = 10, 20, 50) while keeping the two-sided fixed costs at 10 and average customer return time at 6.0 days. We observe that the cost reduction percentage contributed by our dynamic forecast model is most significant when the service-level constraint is high. This result confirms the intuition that without accurate forecasts, a high servicelevel requirement will lead to significant inventory overstock in the system. Moreover, we observe that the cost reduction percentage increases with the level of service-level constraint in both the In addition, we investigate the cost reduction percentages over the Base Case scenario for improved control and forecast scenarios under different average customer return times (4.5 days, 6.0 days, and 7.3 days) while keeping penalty-to-holding cost ratio, service-level constraint and the twosided fixed costs at their respective medium levels of 10, 95% and 10. The cost reduction percentages are relatively insensitive to the return times and they vary between 12-14% for Improved Control case, 16-22% for the Improved Forecast case, and 25-31% for the Improved Forecast and Control case. Moreover, for the Improved Forecast and the Improved Forecast and Control cases, we observe a slight decrease in cost improvement percentages as the mean customer return time increases. This is because the total number of transactions at the RSC decrease as the customers get slower. As a result, there is less opportunity for the improved forecast and control scenarios to further reduce the system cost.
Finally, we have tested an early version of the dynamic forecast model under single-item optimization in a consulting project with an anonymous DVD-by-Mail service provider (i.e., the Improved Forecast scenario in our simulation). Due to confidentiality agreement, we are not able to report our results based on the real data. For this reason, we have designed the above simulation studies to demonstrate the value of our forecast and inventory control methods. Our simulation results are all in line with what we have observed from the real data.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have developed dynamic forecast models for item-level returns and demands in a DVD-by-mail system. To our knowledge, our forecast models are the first in the literature to leverage the advanced demand information available in such a system. Unlike previous studies in the literature that relied on approximate service levels, we have used an exact service level formulation which substantially improves system performance. We have also proposed a dynamic program solution for the service level constrained multi-item problem. Our benchmark study indicates that our dynamic program solution outperforms the greedy heuristic proposed by Cohen et al. (1989) by a significant margin. Through an extensive simulation study, we have examined the effectiveness of our proposed forecast and inventory control methods. Our simulation results suggest that our dynamic forecast model can substantially improve the cost performance of DVD-by-mail operations.
This observation demonstrates the importance of future demand information in our problem, and is consistent with the general "value of information" insight in the literature (see Bourland et al. 1996 , Eppen and Iyer 1997 , Gallego and Ozer 2001 , and Chen and Lee 2009 ).
Although we have focused on the forecast and inventory control for in-circulation items, our dynamic forecast model can also be applied to newly released items. Moreover, our inventory control method can also be adapted for the new release inventory problems by introducing additional inventory capacity constraints for the new release items, which can be done by adjusting the feasible range of the decision variables in the dynamic program formulation (6)-(7).
The customer-level return probability estimation method provided in Section 3.1.3 can be further extended to account for day-of-week effects. For example, an item shipped on Monday might stay a few extra days with a customer because the customer might not watch it until the weekend and the item is more likely to be returned after the weekend. On the other hand, an item shipped on Thursday or Friday might be returned right after the weekend. To account for this effect, we can first group customer historical rental data based on the day of the week shipping occurred, and then estimate the empirical return probabilityp j (τ |a) based on the day of week a (e.g., a = Monday, Tuesday, ..., Sunday). Finally, conditional on item i having been out with customer j for τ days since shipping day a, we can estimate the next-day return probability aŝ p ij =p j (τ + 1|a)/ ∑ ∞ τ ′ =τ +1p j (τ ′ |a). In addition to the day-of-week effects, we can also include additional features into the estimation. For example, the genre information can be incorporated into the model. Instead of considering how long it takes for a customer to return his/her checked out items on average, we can estimate how long it usually takes for a customer to return items that belong to the same genre.
Several extensions of our paper merit further investigation. We have considered the single location problem as an initial step to study the DVD-by-mail inventory problem. It would be interesting to expand our study to consider the multi-location problem that includes both the CWH and multiple RSCs in the model. The multi-location inventory optimization problem will be much more complex. Thus, we would need to rely on approximate solutions to tackle the problem.
We also expect that our forecast model will continue to play an important role in the multi-location problem.
Finally, in this paper we have considered the single-period problem. Even though the general multi-period problem may be difficult to analyze, it would be interesting to extend our singleperiod formulation to a two-period formulation. With the two-period formulation, we may be able to achieve additional cost reductions by leveraging the temporal correlation of the item-level return and demand processes. Intuitively, if we anticipate that the demand for an item will be low on a particular day but high on the following day, then we can keep some excess inventory at the RSC on the first day to supply the high demand on the second day. As a result, we can save on the fixed setup costs by avoiding unnecessary inventory movements between the CWH and the RSC. However, characterizing the item-level return and demand processes for multiple days is a nontrivial task. Also, solving the dynamic program for the two-period problem may present additional computational challenges.
Appendix
Proof (Proposition 1) Let Y n = ∑ n i=1 ξ i . It is easy to verify that for any 1 ≤ n ≤ N and 1 ≤ t ≤ n − 1, P n (t) = Pr(Y n = t) = Pr(Y n−1 = t) · Pr(ξ n = 0) + Pr(Y n−1 = t − 1) · Pr(ξ n = 1) = P n−1 (t).(1 − p n ) + P n−1 (t − 1).p n .
When t = 0, we have P n (0) = Pr(Y n−1 = 0) · Pr(ξ n = 0) = P n−1 (0) · (1 − p n ). Similarly, when t = n, we have P n (n) = Pr(Y n−1 = n − 1) · Pr(ξ n = 1) = P n−1 (n − 1) · p n . (S i |Z i ) . In this case, it is thus optimal to do nothing.
Proof (Proposition 2)
) ≤ K 1 + L(S i |Z i ) and L(x i |Z i ) ≤ K 2 + L
Algorithms Based on Proposition 1
It is easy to verify that the recursive formula of Proposition 1 can be implemented by the following algorithm:
Algorithm 4 Algorithm for Proposition 1
Step 1 : Set n ← 1, P 0 (0) ← 1.
Step 2 : Initialize. For 0 ≤ t ≤ n, set P n (t) ← 0.
Step 3 : Update distribution. For 0 ≤ t ≤ (n − 1) and 0 ≤ k ≤ 1, P n (t + k) ← P n (t + k) + P (n−1) (t) · Pr (ξ n = k).
Step 4 : Set n ← n + 1. If n ≤ N go to Step 2, Else Output P N (t).
Algorithm 4 can be extended to the following more general case. Let ξ i be independent Bernoulli random variables for 1 ≤ i ≤ KN . We can express the index as i = K(n−1)+m, with 1 ≤ n ≤ N −1 and 1 ≤ m ≤ K. Then, we have
∑ K m=1 ξ K(n−1)+m . Thus, the probability mass function of ∑ KN i=1 ξ i , denoted by P KN (t), for t = 0, ..., KN , can be computed according to the following algorithm. We note that Algorithm 4 is a special case of Algorithm 5 with K = 1.
Algorithm 5 Extension of the Algorithm for Proposition 1
Step 2 : Initialize. For 0 ≤ t ≤ Kn, set P Kn (t) ← 0.
Step 3 : Update distribution. For 0 ≤ t ≤ K(n − 1) and 0 ≤ k ≤ K, P Kn (t + k) ← P Kn (t + k) + P K(n−1) (t) · Pr ( ∑ K m=1 ξ K(n−1)+m = k ) .
Step 4 : Set n ← n + 1. If n ≤ N go to Step 2, Else Output P KN (t).
Benchmark Study Results for the Approximate Solutions
In Table 6 , we present a comparison of the results for the greedy heuristic and the optimal solution.
We define cost gap percentage as the percentage by which the cost of the approximate solution exceeds the minimum cost. The average/min/max cost gap percentages in each row of the table are the average/min/max among nine scenarios (i.e., three b/h scenarios by three initial inventory level scenarios described in Section 3.3.1). From the table, we observe that our dynamic program solution is superior to the greedy heuristic, attaining the optimal solution in all scenarios. We also note that the performance of the original greedy heuristic in our experiment is comparable to what was reported in a spare parts problem by Cohen et al. (1989, p. 112 Table III) : They found the maximum cost gap percentage to be 16% among all numerical experiments, whereas our maximum cost gap is 13.5%. 
